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Putin admits Russia can't supply clothes to front line troops
Verity Bowman - The Telegraph

Vladimir Putin has admitted that there have been problems procuring equipment and
clothes for the hundreds of thousands of men called-up to fight in Ukraine.
Some 300,000 men were called up in the autumn as part of the Russian president’s
“partial mobilization” - but the draft has been plagued by accusations of sub-
standard equipment and shortages.

Mr Putin asserted that some of the issues related to supplying these men were now
easing as he spoke at the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) summit in Kyrgyzstan.
The Russian president also denied that more troops would be needed to achieve
Russia’s aims. Despite this, the Kremlin has yet to put out an official decree ending
the call-up.

Russian forces have shelled the entire front line in the Donetsk region in eastern
Ukraine, Ukrainian officials said, as part of what appeared to be the Kremlin's
scaled-back ambition to secure only the bulk of lands it has claimed.

The US is sending an additional $275 million in military aid to Ukraine, including
large amounts of ammunition and high-tech systems that can be used to detect and
counter drones in its ongoing war with Russia.

James Cleverly, British foreign secretary, has announced that he will place new
sanctions on individuals in Russia.

Iranian drone attacks have restarted in Ukraine in a sign that Russia has received a
fresh shipment of weapons from Tehran, according to the British Ministry of Defence
(MoD).

At least 310 Russian soldiers were killed yesterday, Ukraine has claimed, bringing the
death toll to 93,390.

Russian arms dealer Viktor Bout has demanded the return of his artwork and
documents produced during his time in a high-security US prison.

Putin threatens production cuts over oil price cap
Vladimir Putin warned Friday that Russia could reduce oil production in response to
a $60 price cap on its oil exports agreed by Western nations over Moscow's Ukraine
offensive.
The price ceiling agreed by the EU, G7 and Australia came into force on Monday and
seeks to restrict Russia's revenue while making sure Moscow keeps supplying the
global market.
"We will consider a possible reduction in production if necessary," Putin told
reporters in Kyrgyzstan.
He said the price cap was a "stupid decision" that is "harmful to global energy
markets" but "isn't affecting" Russia.



He added that Moscow will announce retaliatory steps "in the next few days". He did
not elaborate.
The market price of a barrel of Russian Urals crude is currently around $65 dollars,
just slightly higher than the $60 cap agreed upon, suggesting the measure may have
only a limited impact in the short term.

There were some problems supplying newly mobilized troops, says Putin
Russian President Vladimir Putin acknowledged on Friday that there had been some
problems procuring equipment and clothes for the hundreds of thousands of troops
Moscow has conscripted to fight in Ukraine in recent months.
At a news conference in Bishkek, he said some of the issues related to supplying the
300,000 men who were called up in a mobilization drive in September and October
were now easing.

Putin says Russia has no need for new round of mobilization
Russian President Vladimir Putin said there was no need to call up additional troops
to fight in Ukraine, as there were 150,000 recently conscripted fighters who had not
yet been sent to the front-lines.
Moscow called up more than 300,000 reservists in a mobilization drive in September
and October, and Putin said on Wednesday that around half had been deployed to
Ukraine.
Although Putin has repeatedly said mobilization is over, the Kremlin has refused to
rescind an official decree ordering the call-ups, stoking fears that a second wave
could be announced.

Russia ready for deals on Ukraine, but partners cheated in the past, says Putin
Russian President Vladimir Putin has been speaking at a news conference in Bishkek,
Kyrgyzstan.
He said that Russia would likely have to reach agreements regarding Ukraine in the
future, but felt betrayed by the breakdown of the Minsk agreements.
Putin said Germany and France - which brokered ceasefire agreements in the
Belarusian capital Minsk between Ukraine and Russian-backed separatists in eastern
Ukraine in 2014 and 2015 - had betrayed Russia and were now pumping Ukraine
with weapons.

Brittney Griner in 'good spirits'
Brittney Griner is in "good spirits" after returning to the US following ten months in
Russian captivity.
"They say she's in very good spirits, appears to be in good health," White House
spokesman John Kirby told MSNBC in an interview citing US officials on the ground
in San Antonio, Texas, where she arrived just before dawn.
US Special Presidential Envoy Roger Carstens, the chief U.S. hostage coordinator,
also expressed relief, saying: "So happy to have Brittney back on US soil. Welcome
home BG!"
WNBA Commissioner Cathy Engelbert, in a CNN interview, credited US negotiators,
adding: "Brittney really deserves to be home. She was wrongfully detained and we're
happy that she's reuniting with her family today."

Navalny denounces 'shameless' verdict against Kremlin critic Yashin



Jailed Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny on Friday denounced Russia sentencing fellow
government critic Ilya Yashin to more than eight years behind bars over comments on
Moscow's offensive in Ukraine.
"Another shameless and lawless verdict from (Russian President Vladimir) Putin will
not silence Ilya and it should not intimidate Russia's honest people. This is another
reason why we must fight and I have no doubt that we will win in the end," Navalny
wrote on social media accounts that are managed by his team.

The latest pictures
Here is a roundup of the latest pictures coming out of Ukraine:

A hospital trauma centre bombed by Russian forces earlier in the war - Chris
Strickland for The Telegraph© Chris Strickland for The Telegraph

A man walks past a graffiti reading "First rule of Khersons club: Kherson is Ukraine!
Always, without options" - GENYA SAVILOV/AFP via Getty Images© Provided by

The Telegraph
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Ukrainian servicemen load a destroyed Russian BMP-2 infantry fighting vehicle on a
truck - REUTERS/Anna Voitenko© Provided by The Telegraph

Zhanna, 74, stands next to the entrance to the shelter of a damaged building in
Mariupol, Ukraine - SERGEI ILNITSKY/EPA-EFE/Shutterstock© Provided by The

Telegraph

Kremlin critic Yashin handed eight and a half years in jail for Ukraine criticism
Russian opposition politician Ilya Yashin was sentenced on Friday to eight years and
six months in jail for his criticism of Russia's military offensive in Ukraine.
Judge Oksana Goryunova of the Moscow district court said Yashin will serve the
sentence in a penal colony and has 10 days to appeal the verdict, an AFP journalist
reported from the court.

Footage shows Griner's prison life
New footage released by Russian state TV gave an inside look into Brittney Griner's
life at a penal colony described as “a friendly concentration camp”.
The video offers a glimpse of her daily routine of making her bed, working and
chatting with other inmates before her release on Thursday.
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Brittney Griner makes her bed© Provided by The Telegraph

Brittney Griner in prison© Provided by The Telegraph

In the footage, Griner could also be seen with short hair in a white head-wrap doing
work in what appears to be a factory, as well as the moment she signed her papers to
be released.
The bed she slept in was very short and narrow and fitted closely next to those of
other prisoners. A label including a photograph of Ms Griner and her name was
taped to the end.

Russia shells ‘entire frontline’ in Donetsk as fighting intensifies
Russian forces have shelled the entire front line in the Donetsk region in eastern
Ukraine, Ukrainian officials said, as part of what appeared to be the Kremlin's
scaled-back ambition to secure only the bulk of lands it has claimed.

The fiercest fighting was near the towns of Bakhmut and Avdiivka, the region's
governor Pavlo Kyurylenko said in a television interview. Five civilians had been
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killed and two wounded in Ukrainian-controlled parts of Donetsk over the previous
day, he said early on Friday.

A destroyed Orthodox church is seen, amid Russia's attack on Ukraine, in the village
of Bohorodychne in Donetsk region - REUTERS/Yevhen Titov

"The entire front line is being shelled," he said, adding that Russian troops were also
trying to advance near Lyman, which was recaptured by Ukrainian forces in
November, one of a number of setbacks suffered by Russia since invading its
neighbour in February.
In Bakhmut and other parts of the Donetsk region that neighbors Luhansk province,
Ukrainian forces countered with barrages from rocket launchers.

Watch: Basketball star Brittney Griner swapped for Russian arms dealer
Joe Biden celebrated basketball star Brittney Griner’s release on Thursday, but was
criticized for handing a notorious arms dealer to Russia in return and failing to free
another imprisoned American.
Ms Griner, 32, a two-time Olympic gold medallist and LGBTQ icon, was arrested in
Moscow on drug charges just days before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Customs
officials at a Moscow airport said they found vape canisters with cannabis oil in her
luggage.
The WNBA star said she had permission from a US doctor to use medicinal cannabis
for her injuries, but she was convicted of drug smuggling and sentenced to nine years
in a Russian penal colony in what the US called a “show trial”.

Bout demands return of artwork
Russian arms dealer Viktor Bout has demanded the return of his artwork and
documents produced during his time in a high-security US prison.
A cat bound in chains, a portrait of himself behind bars and a pair of kissing monkeys
are included in the series of paintings and drawings.
"I hope that all his documents and drawings will be handed over to the Russian
Embassy soon," his wife, Alla Bout, said.

The frontline in pictures
Here is a roundup of the latest pictures from the frontline:
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Servicemen of the Carpathian Sich Battalion get on an Armoured Personnel Carrier
(APC) on a frontline - REUTERS/Viacheslav Ratynskyi

Servicemen of the Carpathian Sich Battalion are seen near an Armoured Personnel
Carrier (APC) on a frontline - REUTERS/Viacheslav Ratynskyi© Provided by The

Telegraph
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Servicemen of the Carpathian Sich Battalion are seen on a tank on a frontline -
REUTERS/Viacheslav Ratynskyi© Provided by The Telegraph

A serviceman of the Carpathian Sich Battalion is seen at his position on a frontline -
REUTERS/Viacheslav Ratynskyi© Provided by The Telegraph

Russia says ties with US still in 'crisis' despite prisoner swap
Russia said Friday that its ties with the United States were still in "crisis" despite a
prisoner swap involving US basketball star Brittney Griner and Russian arms dealer
Viktor Bout.
Tensions between Moscow and Washington have soared in recent months over a
range of issues, peaking after President Vladimir Putin sent troops into pro-Western
Ukraine.
"It is probably wrong to draw any hypothetical conclusions that this could be a step
towards overcoming the crisis that we currently have in bilateral relations," Kremlin
spokesman Dmitry Peskov told the Izvestia newspaper.
Ties "continue to remain in a sad state," he said, adding that talks with US authorities
allowed "a Russian citizen, who was basically held captive by the Americans for 14
years... to return to his country".
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Dubbed the "Merchant of Death", Bout was released Thursday in a prisoner swap in
Abu Dhabi involving WNBA star Griner, 32, who was jailed in Russia for possessing
vape cartridges with cannabis oil.
Bout, 55, was accused of arming rebels in some of the world's bloodiest conflicts.
He was arrested in an American sting operation in Thailand in 2008, extradited to the
United States and sentenced in 2012 to 25 years in prison.

Russian death toll increases by 310, claims Ukraine
At least 310 Russian soldiers were killed yesterday, Ukraine has claimed, bringing the
death toll to 93,390.
The Ukrainian army also took out one artillery tank and three military vehicles.
The claims have not been independently verified and Russia estimates their death toll
is far lower.

Turkey's Erdogan says he is set to speak to Putin
Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan said on Friday that he will speak to Russia's
Vladimir Putin on Sunday, and he will also speak to Ukraine's Volodymyr Zelensky in
order to strengthen the UN-backed Black Sea grain deal.
Mr Erdogan was making a speech at a conference in Istanbul, to which Mr Zelensky
also spoke by video link.

Putin says West's desire for global dominance increases conflict risks
Russian President Vladimir Putin on Friday said the West's desire to maintain its
dominance on the world stage was increasing the risks of conflict.
"The potential for conflict in the world is growing and this is a direct consequence of
the attempts by Western elites to preserve their political, financial, military and
ideological dominance by any means," Putin said.
The Russian leader was speaking in a video message to a summit of defence ministers
from the Shanghai Cooperation Organization and a group of ex-Soviet countries that
was published by the Kremlin.
"They deliberately multiply chaos and aggravate the international situation," Putin
said.
He also accused the West of "exploiting" Ukraine and using its people as "cannon
fodder" in a conflict against Russia.

Russia's Bout feels terrible and wants drawings back from the US
Russian arms dealer Viktor Bout feels terrible after his long prisoner swap journey
and his family expects that the United States will hand over his documents and
drawings to the Russian embassy, TASS news agency reported, citing his wife.
She said Bout was "exhausted" and hadn't slept for three days.

https://twitter.com/Metallica?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


Viktor Bout sits in a Russian plane after a swap - RU-24 Russian Television via
AP© RU-24 Russian Television via AP

His family said it expected the United States would hand over his documents and
drawings to the Russian embassy as soon as possible.
"Viktor Anatolyevich feels terrible, he is really exhausted," Tass quoted his wife, Alla
Bout, as saying.
"I hope that all his documents and drawings will be handed over to the Russian
Embassy soon," she said.

Iranian drone attacks restart in Ukraine
Iranian drone attacks have restarted in Ukraine in a sign that Russia has received a
fresh shipment of weapons from Tehran, according to the British Ministry of Defence
(MoD).
The MoD said that Russia had likely received a resupply of Iranian Shahed-131 and
136 loitering munitions.
At least 14 Shahed-136s were shot down on Wednesday, according to the Ukrainian
general staff. Meanwhile, Iranian-provided aerial vehicles were used to attack the
Zaporizhzhia and Dnipro oblasts, Ukrainian officials said.

UK to impose new sanctions on Russian individuals
James Cleverly, British foreign secretary, has announced that he will place new
sanctions on individuals in Russia.
He wrote in the Guardian:
After Vladimir Putin launched his latest onslaught against Ukraine in February, the
UK put together the biggest package of sanctions ever enacted against a major
economy.
So far we have targeted over 1,200 Russian individuals, including at least 100
oligarchs and their families, with a net worth exceeding £140bn.
We’ve hit whole sectors of the Russian economy, immobilizing Russian central bank
reserves, preventing Russian companies from raising funds in the City of London, and
placing UK financial services beyond the Kremlin’s reach. Together with allies, our
sanctions have undermined Russia’s ability to wage war.
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Today, I will announce new sanctions on individuals in 11 countries, including Iran,
Russia, Mali and Nicaragua, targeting those responsible for acts of torture, sexual
violence and the repression of protests.

US sending $275 million in military aid to Ukraine
The US is sending an additional $275 million in military aid to Ukraine, including
large amounts of ammunition and high-tech systems that can be used to detect and
counter drones in its ongoing war with Russia, according to US officials.
The total aid amount is smaller than most of the recent packages the US has delivered,
and it comes as many military officials and experts predict a reduction in attacks
during the winter.

A High Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS) of Ukrainian army fires -
HANNIBAL HANSCHKE/EPA-EFE/Shutterstock

Nato Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg said Russia appears to be slowing its
military activities to regroup and launch a new offensive when the weather warms.
The officials said the latest package of aid includes 80,000 rounds of ammunition for
howitzers and an undisclosed amount of ammunition for the High Mobility Artillery
Rocket System, known as HIMARS.
It also includes systems to counter drones and air defenses, along with more
HUMVEES, generators and other combat equipment.

US plans sanctions on Russia and China
The United States plans to impose new sanctions against Russia and China on Friday
that include punishing Moscow for its use of Iranian drones in its war against
Ukraine, two US officials said on Thursday.

The sanctions will also target about 170 Chinese entities for what Washington
considers illegal fishing in the Pacific, the officials said, amid concerns that China is
over-fishing and using its fishing fleet to expand Beijing's maritime influence.
The Wall Street Journal first reported the sanctions.
Many of the sanctions are to be levied under the Global Magnitsky Act, the 2016 law
that authorizes the US government to sanction foreign government officials worldwide
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who are deemed to be human rights offenders, freeze their assets, and ban them from
entering the United States.

Huge fire engulfs Russian oil refinery in latest suspected sabotage attack
Tom Sanders - Metro

An enormous explosion at a Russian oil and gas field is fueling suspicions key
facilities are being targeted in sabotage attacks linked to Vladimir Putin’s war
in Ukraine.

Dramatic footage of the event shows Armageddon-like flames shooting into the sky at
the Markovskoye condensate treatment in the east Siberian district of Ust-Kut, Irkutsk
region.

More than 1,000 square metres are believed to have caught fire in the blaze, which
spread rapidly due to ‘jet fuel’ stored at the facility.

At least seven people suffered injuries in the blast, which occurred just three days
after a similar explosion at another oil facility in the nearby city of Angarsk, which
was so loud it was compared to an earthquake or plane crash.

In the video of the latest blast, a breathless worker at the plant can be heard saying:
‘Vanya we are f****d, the plant exploded.

‘They told us to evacuate. And as we started fleeing, it exploded.’
Following the explosion, Russian authorities rushed out a statement declaring the
blaze to be over even though it was clearly still burning in the remote region.

A huge explosion was heard at the Markovskoye Oil Refinery in Siberia moments
before it was engulfed in flames (Picture: East2West)© Provided by Metro
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A report on the Telegram messaging app said firefighters gradually brought the fire
under control and were putting out remaining small outbreaks. There was no danger
to other units of the field or to residents, it said.

Governor Igor Kobzev failed to mention the explosion heard by witnesses in his
statement, and claimed: ‘The fire was extinguished at the complex natural gas
treatment plant at the Markovskoye field. There is no threat to residents.’
He posted on Telegram: ‘According to the Emergencies Ministry, there were no
deaths.

‘Seven people were injured. Two people in serious condition were taken by air
ambulance helicopter to Bratsk. Four in moderate condition were taken to the Ust-
Kut town hospital.’

Apart from burns, one of the people with injuries suffered frostbite.
Mr Kobzev admitted 155 firefighters were deployed seeking to control an inferno
some estimates said had spread to 10,700 square feet.

Plant workers can be seen saying ‘We are f****d’ as they fled the facility moments
before it exploded (Picture: East2West)© Provided by Metro
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The incident is believed to be a sabotage attack aimed at damaging Russian
infrastructure linked to the war in Ukraine (Picture: East2West)© Provided by Metro

The plant is privately owned by Irkutsk Oil Company, one of Russia’s largest private
oil companies, and is a key player in the Siberian economy.

The facility produces crude oil as well as condensate and natural gas, and is co-
owned by Russian billionaire Nikolay Buinov, 55.
The explosion and initial fire started soon after 11pm local time on Sunday.

Officials say the blaze will not spread, and a probe has been launched into the cause
of the explosion and fire.

Recently there have been explosions and fires at shopping malls as well as energy
facilities, raising fears of sabotage against Putin’s unpopular war in Ukraine, which
has seen more than 100,000 Russian killed or injured.
Two such infernos have ravaged major malls in Moscow this month.

Crashed B-2 Still Blocking Whiteman AFB's Runway, Spirit Fleet Grounded
Emma Helfrich - The Drive

Whiteman Air Force Base in Missouri has confirmed to The War Zone that recovery
operations are still underway for the B-2A Spirit stealth bomber that made
an emergency landing at the installation on Dec. 10.
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The incident also prompted the closure of Whiteman’s only runway, which the base
has no predicted end date for at this time, and satellite imagery from Dec. 18 shows
the B-2 still sitting damaged on the airstrip.

Crashed B-2 Still Blocking Whiteman AFB's Runway, Spirit Fleet Grounded© U.S.
Air Force photo by Senior Airman Bryan Crane

The Dec. 10 emergency landing was carried out after the B-2 in question experienced
an in-flight malfunction, and the maneuver resulted in damage to the aircraft. A fire is
also confirmed to have occurred aboard the bomber that was eventually extinguished
by Whiteman’s emergency response crews.

The base then released a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) that same day stating that its
12,400-foot runway would be closed through the week and have since extended it
through the end of the year. A separate NOTAM was issued for the base’s Taxiway
Bravo on Dec. 16, which is also scheduled to end on Dec. 31, but both notices can be
lifted or extended as needed.

Whiteman declined to detail how the closure may affect day-to-day operations for the
base’s 509th Bomb Wing where all of the service’s 20 B-2 Spirit stealth bombers are
primarily housed. The base is also home to the A-10 Warthogs of the 422nd Fighter
Wing as well as MQ-9 Reapers. T-38A Talons are also assigned there to support B-2
aircrew currency training.

On Dec. 16, Whiteman published a press release stating that the installation has put
an indefinite safety pause on the entirety of the B-2 fleet for inspection. This
effectively grounded the aircraft and will prevent them from participating in the
previously planned 2023 Rose Parade and Rose Bowl Game flyovers that were
scheduled for early January. B-1B Lancer bombers from Ellsworth Air Force Base,
South Dakota will be taking their place.

“We don’t have a speculated end date [for the safety pause] at this time,” said Master
Sgt. Beth Del Vecchio, superintendent for 509th Bomb Wing Public Affairs. “
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And yes, the runway is still closed. Recovery teams are still working out there to
minimize any further disruptions, but just like the safety pause, we don’t have a
speculated end date. Because the incident is under investigation, we are not releasing
any further details on the nature of it, but we will be able to release it once the official
investigation is complete.”

While blurry, low-resolution satellite imagery from Dec. 18 has since been posted
showing the stricken B-2 still on the runway just north of the now-closed Taxiway
Bravo. It is believed that significant damage to the bomber’s left wing can be seen.

Other images, taken from the ground, have been posted on social media showing the
stealth bomber leaning on its side.

Del Vecchio couldn’t offer any specifics in regard to the extent of the damage or why
the bomber hasn’t been removed from the runway in the nine days since the aircraft
had to make the emergency landing. However, she did confirm that no munitions were
aboard the aircraft at the time of the incident.

This is the second B-2 to be damaged at Whiteman in just over a year, with a separate
bomber having crashed at the base in September 2021. In this case, the B-2 was also
left wing down after skidding off the runway during another emergency landing.

A corresponding Air Force investigation discovered issues with the hydraulic system
and landing gear that prompted the collapse upon touchdown. This incident also
resulted in the closing of Whiteman’s runway, and the bomber involved is still
undergoing millions of dollars in repairs.

The damage caused on Dec. 10, however, has already kept Whiteman’s runway out of
commission for more time than the crash in 2021 did. This has raised questions about
the practicality of basing the U.S. Air Force’s entire B-2 bomber fleet at an
installation with only one runway.

All told, when exactly B-2s will be taking flight again is unclear, and the same goes
for the state of Whiteman’s runway. But more details will come to light as the Air
Force’s investigation unfolds.

Leaked report reveals Ukraine has wiped out elite Russia military unit
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A major blow to Putin's war effort
A new report obtained by the Washington Post has revealed that Ukrainian forces
dealt Vladimir Putin a major blow this year after essentially wiping out one of
Russia’s most formidable military units.

The 200th Separate Motor Rifle Brigade was decimated
The 200th Separate Motor Rifle Brigade was one of the first units sent into Ukraine
during Russia’s initial February 24th invasion, yet despite its advantages, the unit has
suffered greatly over the last ten months.



Many left dead just days after invading
Shortly after the invasion began, soldiers from the 200th were ambushed, leaving
many dead and almost all of their equipment abandoned.

Hundreds more lost in Kharkiv Oblast
The rest of the brigade spent most of March and April defending positions around
Kharkiv where it lost hundreds of soldiers from two battalion tactical groups.



Utterly destroyed in the Kharkiv counter-attack
By late May, the 200th Separate Motor Rifle Brigade was routed in Ukraine’s
lightning counter-offensive in Kharkiv Oblast and much of the formation was utterly
destroyed according to the report.

Fewer than 900 troops
A document detailing the state of Russia’s most formidable military unit showed that
by the end of May, the 200th had fewer than 900 soldiers left in its two battalions out
of the 1400 troops it began the war with.



A state of decay
One mobilized soldier who was posted with the 200th as part of Putin’s September
mobilization order told reporters at The Washington Post that the unit was in “a state
of decay.”

The situation is bad for Russia
The unnamed soldier said that “painted helmets from 1941 and vests without plates”
were being supplied to soldiers.“They are not even training us,” the soldier continued,
“They just tell you, ‘You are a shooter now. Here you go, here is a machine gun.’”



A particularly humiliating defeat
In a war that has been utterly disastrous for the world's second-strongest global
military power, the defeat of the 200th Separate Motor Rifle Brigade stands out as
particularly humiliating.

Russia's most formidable soldiers
Russia’s 200th Sperate Motor Rifle Brigade was originally tasked with guarding the
country’s strategic nuclear arsenal on the Kola Peninsula, and as such, it was always
in a state of combat readiness.



Tapped for most missions
Stationed in Pechanga, Murmansk, the 200th was often tapped by President Putin to
execute the country’s most important military missions.

Syria and Donbas
Officers from the 200th Separate Motor Rifle Brigade were sent to Syria to help
Bashir al-Assad’s forces maintain their grip on power at the height of the Syrian Civil
War and according to Ukrainian sources, soldiers from the unit were also sent to
Ukraine in 2014 to help separatist forces seize territory in the Donbas.



Russia's best trained and equipped
Considered Russia’s best-trained and best-equipped military formation, the 200th
entered Ukraine with more military experience than most units but that didn’t stop
them from suffering enormous casualties.

645 of 648 died soldiers deployed in Kharkiv died
During the Kharkiv counter-offensive, an advisor to President Volodymyr Zelenskyy
said that of the “648 servicemen who were sent, 645 died. Only three remained, two
of them wounded.”



Is the claim true?
While the claim that 645 soldiers were killed cannot be independently verified, it is in
line with what foreign observers have predicted—namely, that the 200th Separate
Motor Rifle Brigade has probably been eliminated as a combat effective force.

A destroyed force
"They are barely at 60 percent strength, being forced to rely on reinforcements that
aren't near enough," said former director of Finland's defense intelligence
service Pekka Toveri in an interview earlier this year.



Something's gone very wrong
"You have guys who are refusing to fight,” Toveri added, “guys who are missing. It
all tells us that for Russia the war has gone terribly wrong."

The 200th routed at Kupiansk
The 200th Separate Motor Rifle Brigade's involvement in Kharkiv ended in mid-
September when they were routed near Kupiansk by Colonel Pavlo Fedosenko,
commander of Ukraine’s 92nd Mechanized Brigade.



Only a fragment of forces remained
After the rout, only small fragments of one of the 200th’s two battalions were left and
according to Col. Fedosenko, it bore little resemblance to the force that entered
Ukraine in February.

The 200th's heavy losses
Most of the 200th’s officers had been killed or injured and the unit had lost more than
70% of its equipment, including 32 tanks, and over 100 other vehicles.



"It's completely wiped out."
"Nothing of that brigade is left," Col. Fedosenko said in an interview with The
Washington Post, "It's completely wiped out."

Putin's fashion faux pas: Russian military uniforms unsuitable for combat in
brutal winter fight
Rebekah Koffler (Opinion) - FOX News

The temperature in Ukraine’s capital, Kyiv, recently dropped to 25 degrees and
Ukrainians are freezing as Russian airstrikes are pounding the country’s vital
infrastructure, cutting off electricity and heat and depriving them of drinking water.

But "General Frost," on which the Russians have relied for centuries to help defeat
the country’s enemies, has also turned its weapon against President Vladimir Putin’s
soldiers.

The Russian forces, who have been fighting, on Putin’s orders, against their Slavic
brethren for 10 months, are reportedly dying from hypothermia because their uniform
no longer holds up to severe Eurasian winters.

The fiasco stems from several odd decisions made by the post-Soviet military
leadership and by Putin himself.

The Soviet Red Army uniform was a poor man’s version of the Imperial Russian Army
dress from the 19th century. In the run-up to World War II, when Russia had the
largest army in Europe, approximately 2 million soldiers, Moscow prioritized low-
cost but effective couture, compared to the pompous, flashy designs favored by the
czarist generals. The uniform was practical, with no frills other than a bright
distinctive insignia worn by senior officers that made them easy targets for German
marksmen.

https://www.foxnews.com/world/russian-military-gear-insufficient-harsh-winters-leads-soldiers-dying-hypothermia
https://www.foxnews.com/category/world/personalities/vladimir-putin


Russian servicemen march at Red Square during the general rehearsal of the Victory
Day military parade in Moscow on May 6, 2018. Kirill Kudryavtsev/AFP via Getty

Images.

The winter wear included a greatcoat or half-length fur coat, a cap with ear flaps and
thick felt wool valenki footwear worn by the Russian military and civilians alike for
hundreds of years. Designed for extreme Russian winters, the uniforms helped the
Russians forces beat the French in 1812 and the Germans in 1941-1945.

Napoleon Bonaparte admitted that the Russian winter was largely responsible for the
disintegration of his army. Many of Hitler’s lightly clad Nazi troops also froze to
death.

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, however, eager to shed their communist
heritage, various post-Soviet defense ministers introduced changes to the Russian
uniform. Army General Pavel Grachev, who was Boris Yeltsin’s defense minister,
instituted changes that made the Russian uniform resemble NATO’s.

An exception was the officer field cap that proudly sported a new Russian national
symbol, the double-headed eagle, which the soldiers dubbed "mutated chicken." Igor
Sergeyev, who rose to defense minister in 1997 under Yeltsin but was fired by Putin in
2001, made Russian military dress look like that of the U.S. Army. And Anatoliy
Serdyukov, who was also fired by Putin, ordered winter uniforms to be slim and
tailored.

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/putin-s-fashion-faux-pas-russian-military-uniforms-unsuitable-for-combat-in-brutal-winter-fight/ar-AA15rrrL?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=f8563602e3b24eef942d261e272b2a14&fullscreen=true
https://www.foxnews.com/science/napoleons-secret-coded-kremlin-letter-sold-for-243500


Author’s grandfather, Vasiliy Khudyakov, wearing a Soviet Army field combat
uniform. The photo was taken in 1944 during World War II, which he fought in and
survived. He sent the photo to the author’s grandmother during the war. Rebekah

Koffler© Rebekah Koffler

But the biggest uproar in the ranks erupted after the radical changes made by a
famous fashion designer Valentin Yudashkin. Known for his theatrical styles,
Yudashkin’s evening gowns are displayed in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York, the California Museum of Fashion in Los Angeles and the Museum of Fashion
and Textile in Paris.

He dressed Raisa, the wife of former Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, and his
work appeared in Elle and Vogue. Russian soldiers, however, did not appreciate the
talents of the first post-Soviet couturier who claimed to have visited the factories that
produce uniforms for the French, Italian and Israeli militaries to gain expertise.

Service members complained that the uniform was made of cheap synthetic material,
making them too hot in summer. Its pockets were too small and didn’t fit a mobile
phone or identification papers and other documents.

Velcro patches fell off, buttons disappeared within two weeks, stitching came apart,
and color faded after a couple of washes. The uniform was also inappropriate for
combat because it made a rustling sound with movement and melted in fire.

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/putin-s-fashion-faux-pas-russian-military-uniforms-unsuitable-for-combat-in-brutal-winter-fight/ar-AA15rrrL?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=f8563602e3b24eef942d261e272b2a14&fullscreen=true
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https://www.foxnews.com/world/mikhail-gorbachev-former-soviet-leader-who-oversaw-end-cold-war-dead


Volunteers have military training in Rostov on December 6, 2022, amid the ongoing
Russian military action in Ukraine. Stringer/AFP via Getty Images© Stringer/AFP

via Getty Images.

Most importantly, the "designer" uniform was also too flimsy for Russian winters,
because instead of natural textiles, like cotton, linen and wool, it was made of new
high-tech materials.

The Russian soldiers joked that at minus 15 Celsius they started jumping up and down
to keep warm, and at minus 20, they couldn’t wait for the enemy to shoot them to
spare them from freezing to death.

Putin’s current defense minister banned Yudashkin’s invention the minute he assumed
his post in 2012, prompting the famed fashionista to blame the Russian military
authorities for "playing Dolce & Gabbana" rather than following his design
recommendations.

Current Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu made a series of his own innovations.
Since Shoigu has no military experience himself, he didn’t want to visually appear as
being outranked by his army men.

Shoigu introduced the limit to the number of medals worn on the ceremonial military
dress to 10, allowing only those earned in combat. Until then, Russian servicemen
participating in military parades on Red Square decorated themselves with several
dozen medals arranged in four or five rows that didn’t fit on their chests, many of
them civilian and, therefore, meaningless.

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/putin-s-fashion-faux-pas-russian-military-uniforms-unsuitable-for-combat-in-brutal-winter-fight/ar-AA15rrrL?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=f8563602e3b24eef942d261e272b2a14&fullscreen=true
https://www.foxnews.com/world/sergei-shoigu-russias-defense-minister


Russian military cadets take part in a rehearsal for the Victory Day military parade in
Saint Petersburg on April 28, 2022. Olga Maltseva/AFP via Getty Images.

The most radical change to the Russian uniform was introduced by Putin himself. In
September 2020, by presidential decree, Putin banned the famous Russian military
papakha headdress, which was worn by Russian, and previously Soviet, generals and
high-ranking offices.

Made of the fur, skinned from 3-day-old baby lambs of a special breed called Karakul,
these hats kept the Russian generals warm because the fur bristles were thick, densely
set and water-repellant. But Putin and Shoigu chose to replace the $317 papakhas
with much less costly $79 caps made of rabbit fur.

Pro-Russian rebels are shown wearing papakha. Maxv Vetrov/AFP via Getty
Images/File.
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With the vain Russian military brass having prioritized style and copying the West
over functionality in the post-Soviet uniform, it is hardly surprising that their forces
are shivering to death as winter sets in on the battlefield.

While the troops look dapper during the famous Russian military parades, pleasing
Putin and his lieutenants, they are making good-looking corpses, too.

Russia Launches Fresh Missile Barrage at Targets Across Ukraine
Matthew Luxmoore & Evan Gershkovich - The Wall Street Journal

KYIV, Ukraine—Russia launched a large new round of missile strikes aimed at
targets across Ukraine on Thursday as the country battled to repair damaged
electricity infrastructure and restore power after emergency blackouts.

Russia Launches Fresh Missile Barrage at Targets Across Ukraine© VALENTYN
OGIRENKO/REUTERS

Ukraine’s armed forces said 69 missiles were fired by Russia, and 54 of them were
downed by Ukrainian air defenses. “The enemy keeps resorting to missile terror
against peaceful citizens of Ukraine,” Valeriy Zaluzhny, Ukraine’s top military officer,
wrote on his Telegram social-media channel.

Twin blasts rang out in Kyiv during the morning rush hour, as a sizable part of the
capital city’s population sheltered in underground subway stations and basements of
multistory homes while others, undeterred by air-raid sirens, continued on to work in
offices and stores.

Serhiy Popko, the head of Kyiv’s military administration, said air-defense teams had
shot down all 16 missiles fired at the city but that debris from some of the downed
projectiles had damaged three buildings and a vehicle as well as a factory and a
children’s playground near the city center.

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/russia-launches-fresh-missile-barrage-at-targets-across-ukraine/ar-AA15LKVd?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=428dee6f75b444a9b6218855d0592e82&fullscreen=true


Three people were injured as a result of the attacks, including a 14-year-old girl, said
Kyiv’s mayor, Vitali Klitschko. Mr. Klitschko said two of the wounded were pulled
from the ruins of damaged buildings and were being treated by medics. He warned
residents to prepare for new power outages.

“Charge your phones and other devices. Gather water supplies,” he wrote on
Telegram.

Debris from a downed rocket also damaged energy infrastructure in Odessa, in
Ukraine’s south, authorities there said, adding that 21 rockets were shot down by air
defenses in the region. Vitaliy Kim, the governor of the adjacent Mykolaiv region,
said Russia had also used Iranian-made Shahed-136 drones in Thursday’s attacks.

Russian officials didn’t immediately comment on the missile strikes. But Moscow’s
Defense Ministry posted on its official Telegram channel a picture of a missile firing
with the caption: “Kalibrs will never stop,” a reference to Kalibr missiles used by
Russian forces.

Faced with losses on the battlefield, and with its forces stalled in their campaign to
take further Ukrainian territory, Russia has stepped up the missile salvos in a bid to
deprive Ukrainians of heat and electricity and weaken support for the defense effort.
But so far there has been no new mass exodus from the country.

The attacks, which have struck cities across Ukraine with regularity since early
October, have caused damage to key infrastructure that has compounded over time,
leaving millions of Ukrainians living with regular power outages and relying on
wood-burning stoves to keep homes warm this winter. Ukrainian repair crews have
worked overtime in recent months to repair infrastructure struck by Russian missiles,
but the work hasn’t kept up with the pace of attacks.

Ukrainian officials say that after successful counteroffensives by their forces
recaptured Russian-held areas in the northeastern Kharkiv and southern Kherson
regions, the front lines have largely become static as winter deepens.

“The situation is just stuck,” Kyrylo Budanov, the head of Ukrainian military
intelligence, told the BBC in an interview published on Thursday. “It doesn’t move.”
Mr. Budanov said Russia was “now completely at a dead end” and suffering
significant losses, adding that the Kremlin had likely decided to announce another
mobilization of conscripts. But he said Ukraine was still short of arms and equipment
needed to advance on Russian-held areas.

“We can’t defeat them in all directions comprehensively. Neither can they,” he said.
“We’re very much looking forward to new weapons supplies, and to the arrival of
more advanced weapons.”

Mr. Budanov said Russian missile and drone attacks across Ukraine were likely to
continue, but that Russia’s missile stocks were dwindling and Russian industry was
unable to replenish them.



In Russia, President Vladimir Putin presided by video link over a ceremony inducting
new warships into the Russian navy, including two nuclear submarines, a guided-
missile cruiser and a minesweeper, according to the Kremlin.

The additions to Russia’s navy come after Ukraine in April sank the flagship of
Moscow’s Black Sea fleet, the Moskva. The Black Sea has been a key theater of
Moscow’s invasion. Early in the offensive, Russia’s navy blocked Ukrainian ports,
halting grain exports, and Moscow’s missile strikes on Ukraine include launches from
its warships in the Black Sea.

“We will increase the pace and volume of construction of ships of various projects,
equip them with the most modern weapons, conduct operational and combat training
of sailors including taking into account the experience gained during the special
military operation,” Mr. Putin said in remarks broadcast on state television, using his
euphemism for the invasion.

The Russian leader’s comments follow a recent promise to provide his military with
any means necessary to win the war, even as he has repeatedly said he is open to talks
on ending the invasion.

The most contested part of Ukraine after 10 months of fighting is the eastern Donbas
area, where Ukraine says its military is closing in on the strategically important city
of Kreminna as other units continue to defend Bakhmut to the south from a Russian
offensive.

A capture of Bakhmut by Russia would boost morale for its troops after months on the
defensive, and Ukraine is under some pressure to show Western allies that it can keep
up its territorial gains after the impressive victories in Kharkiv and Kherson.
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Russian-installed officials in the eastern Luhansk region said Thursday that Kyiv’s
forces had shored up their positions in Siversk, a small city near Bakhmut in the
neighboring Donetsk region, which Russian forces have been trying to seize since the
summer, according to Russian state news agency TASS.

Russia’s Defense Ministry said Thursday that its troops were continuing offensive
operations around the cities of Kupyansk and Lyman in eastern Ukraine, both of
which were retaken by Ukraine in recent months. Russian troops were fighting across
the eastern Donetsk region, the ministry said, which Mr. Putin has claimed as part of
Russia’s territory and whose defense is a priority for Moscow.

The Kremlin, meanwhile, is continuing to try to cement control of the Ukrainian
territory its forces have captured. On Thursday, Russian Deputy Prime Minister
Marat Khusnullin, whom Mr. Putin has tasked with rebuilding occupied territories,
said Moscow is planning on finishing a water pipeline to the eastern Donetsk region
from Russia’s neighboring Rostov region by March, in comments carried by Russian
state news agencies.

Work on repairing the railway track on Russia’s bridge across the Kerch Strait to the
Crimean Peninsula is ahead of schedule, Mr. Khusnullin said, saying it would also be
finished by March.

An October attack on the bridge, which Mr. Putin opened in 2018 to great fanfare in
Moscow, was part of an apparent campaign by Kyiv to remind Russia to stay on
guard even as Moscow tries to sap Ukrainian morale with near-daily missile
barrages across the country.

Ukraine has also repeatedly demonstrated that it can strike military targets deep in
Russian territory.

Air defenses near Russia’s Engels air base in the Saratov region, located some 350
miles from the Ukrainian border, shot down a drone on Thursday, the regional
governor, Roman Busargin, wrote on his Telegram channel.

“Please remain calm,” he told residents. “Evacuation from the city isn’t necessary.”
Three Russian service members were killed by a drone strike on the strategic hub for
Russian bombers earlier this week, Moscow said, in the second apparent attack by
Ukraine on the base this month.

On Thursday, the Belarusian Defense Ministry reported on its Telegram channel that
its air defenses downed a rocket from a Ukrainian S-300 air-defense system and that
it landed in Belarus’s territory.

“Residents have absolutely no reason to worry,” Oleg Konovalov, the military
commissar of the Brest region, where the rocket fell, said in a video posted by
Belarusian state news service Belta. Mr. Konovalov compared the situation to last
month’s explosion in Poland of a stray air-defense missile from Ukraine.

North Atlantic Treaty Organization officials said at the time there was no evidence
the missile was directed towards Poland intentionally.



Concerns that Mr. Putin is moving to draw Belarus—which is Moscow’s closest ally
and has already served as a staging ground for Russian attacks—directly into the war
grew after he visited the country earlier this month.

On Thursday, Moscow’s Defense Ministry released a video of what it described as
Russian servicemen undergoing intensive combat training in Belarus.

Mr. Budanov, the Ukrainian military intelligence chief, dismissed Russia’s activities
in Belarus, including the movement of thousands of troops, as a ploy to make Ukraine
divert forces from battlefields in the country’s south and east and weaken its defenses
there.

“As of now, I don’t see any signs of preparations for an invasion of Kyiv or northern
areas from Belarus,” he said.

Winter storm Elliott death toll rises in Buffalo. Were the deaths preventable?
Alia Wong, Mike Snider and Dinah Voyles Pulver - USA TODAY
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At least 37 people have died following a blizzard in the county that comprises Buffalo,
New York, a city that sees an average of roughly 95 inches of snow a year.
Why did so many people die – and what should have been done differently?
Here are three reasons the storm was so deadly.

Officials may have waited too long to ban travel
The county didn’t ban road travel until shortly before the storm hit, according to
reporting by the Washington Post. The ban was issued around 9:30 a.m. on Friday.
Many people were already en route to work, determined to get their paychecks ahead
of the holiday weekend. A lot of people reportedly died outside or stuck in their cars.

Some observers have also pointed to insufficient emergency resources, such as
staffing challenges, funding cuts and outdated equipment.

In a news conference Wednesday, Erie County Executive Mark C. Poloncarz
criticized the city's response to the blizzard, calling it "embarrassing."

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is conducting a joint inquiry with North
American Reliability Corporation, an Atlanta-based energy compliance
nonprofit, investigating the blackouts that affected millions of American households
as part of the recent winter storm.

USA TODAY reached out to city, county and state officials for comment.
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Christian Parker of Buffalo, N.Y., shovels out his car in the Elmwood Village
neighborhood of Buffalo, N.Y. Monday, Dec. 26, 2022, after a massive snow storm
blanketed the city. Along with drifts and travel bans, many streets were impassible

due to abandoned vehicles.© Craig Ruttle, AP

Hurricane-force winds create deadly conditions
The blizzard was predicted and proved to be a once-in-a-generation event.
Buffalo hasn't suffered a storm this lethal since at least 1950. Reed Timmer, a veteran
meteorologist and storm chaser, described it as "the worst blizzard I have ever
covered."

The storm's devastation was in part due to its fierce combination of snow, wind and
cold temperatures, as well as the fact that conditions escalated quickly.

National guard members check on residents, Wednesday, Dec. 28, 2022, in Buffalo
N.Y., following a winter storm. (AP Photo/Jeffrey T. Barnes)© Jeffrey T. Barnes, AP
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Wind gusts moving as fast as 79 miles per hour were recorded in the area six minutes
after the county travel ban went into effect. By then, thousands of people had already
lost power.

Poloncarz on Wednesday called the blizzard “paralyzing." "This was an extreme
blizzard, maybe the Category Five of blizzards," he said. It was "hurricane-force
winds for 24 hours with no visibility, just a few feet.”

Buffalo – one of the country’s snowiest cities – is no stranger to extreme winters. Its
residents and officials are accustomed, and perhaps inured, to blizzards. Erie County
Sheriff John Garcia on Tuesday acknowledged officials underestimated the threat of
the storm.

People weren’t prepared and infrastructure is aging
Buffalo is one of the country’s poorest cities. Countless residents lack the
infrastructure and amenities needed to withstand such a devastating blizzard.
Meanwhile, funding for public facilities has been uneven, and feeble power grids have
left many without electricity for days.

Mark Wysocki, a New York State climatologist and meteorologist at Cornell
University, said aging infrastructure – both in public facilities and people’s homes –
may have fueled the storm's death toll. Individuals may have fled their houses because
of faulty electricity, for example, only to get stuck in a white-out without having
prepared.

Wysocki stressed it is important to store blankets, flashlights and hoses in the car
during the winter. People who are stuck should run their cars periodically but not
continuously to avoid carbon monoxide poisoning, he said.

Scientists: Climate change won't make winter storms and blizzards go away.
Prior to the arrival of the storm Thursday evening, Gov. Kathy Hochul declared a
State of Emergency for the entire state, which remains in place.

Did climate change play a role?
Experts say climate change has contributed to the growing intensity of extreme
weather events such as the Buffalo blizzard. Here are some other historic snow events
in the area:

In January 1966, 103 inches of snow fell over four and a half days, with 50 inches in
just one day.

During a January 1977 blizzard, there was snowfall as high as 100 inches over five
days, with wind gusts ranging up to 69 mph

In December 2001, 127 inches of snow dropped over six days

In February 2007, 141 inches of snow landed in more than 10 days
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